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Introduction

 We read an article in class about 
how data can be portrayed as 
artwork and we wondered if kids 
would like to view data this way 
better than normal graphs. We 
wanted to see what type of graph is 
easiest for people to read and 
understand.



Research

We read an article that talks about pen pals that shared data 
through art. instead of writing down number, they drew designs 
that represented their data on postcards. They mailed the 
postcard to one another each week for the whole year.  Instead 
of using words they were using pictures and their postcard 
became a book called “Dear Data” After reading I know that
Art can help us look👀  at data differently According to the text
We can use our creativity to show our ideas.

 Data artists use sculpture, paintings, and sound to bring facts 
to life. One artist made a sculpture that also shows how a buoy 
moved in the ocean.  Another made a graph of a glacier melting 
and made it into a painting.   Around the world, designers are 
transforming facts in surprising ways. Why? It’s not just to trick 
us into learning more facts.The artists each have messages 
they’re trying to share and get people interested in. 

“Art can provide new ways of understanding science, just like 
working with science can open up new ways of thinking about 
art. “

After reading I know that you can make any type of art 
with weather. I like this fact because I like art and weather 
is even cooler!
According to the text, Miebach is an art teacher and 
shares her knowledge with people. I think I would like to 
take one of those classes to learn more skills in art!
Based on what I read, scientists can be art scientists or 
just scientists. Some study art and some study everything. 
This fact is cool because, scientists can learn everything 
but still become art scientists. I hope you learned a lot of 
facts today.



Hypothesis/Prediction

Carley:  I think that kids will most prefer the circle graph 
because that is what we are used to seeing in different 
articles and in books and it will be easiest for people to 
see the difference between the 2 things.  

Dylan :I think that most kids will like the bar graph 
because it is the most recognizable and most common. 

Siena: I think that kids will prefer the flower graphs 
because they will like seeing the data in pictures. 

h



Procedures
Step 1 gather data from the class about their emotions and 
create different types of graphs with the data. We came up with 
artistic ways to show the data collected including a flower poster, 
both drawn and digitally, a dot sticker chart and then a bar graph 
and pie chart

Step 2 create a survey for kids to say what they notice about the 
data. Send to classes at our school to take the survey grades 
2nd-5th

Step 3 Analyze the results to see if there was any patterns to 
see based on the data and see how many true statements for 
each graph type

Step 4 See what people preferred to see the data 

Step 5 Determine which graph people preferred the most and 
which had the most correct interpretations. 



2nd Grade 10 5th Grade 16

3rd Grade 12

4th Grade 43 Total 81 students

Who took the survey?

Survey





Happy
Sad

What is something you noticed about the data?
Lots of Happy
i do not know
Mostly Happy. Easy to "read"
More red flowers
I feel a mix of Mad and Relaxed
There is blue and red flowers
More happy
More happy (red) than sad (blue)
Red and blue flowers. Roses and violets.
There is more red than blue
.
more happy
more red
More people are happy!
happy is wining
It looks like there is more happy then sad.
it looks like theirs more red
happy is more
alotta red flower
most people wer happy
it says med
Most people were happy
Happy
Most are happy
happy
that a lot of flowers are happy
there is more reds.
happy
They are a lot of red flowers so happy
happy
There are blue and red flowers and red means happy and blue means sad
In this data a lot of people are Happy
It looks happy and fun
There are a lot of red flowers
the colors
Happy
if a flower is blue it is sad red happy
more people are happy than sad
its harder to read
Their is more happy then sad
more happy plants
There all diffrent shapes.
i saw flower feelings first.
there is more happy than sad.
more red color
Happy
they are the USA colors
it feels happy and sad
Pretty
confusing
happy and sad
beautiful flowers
sad
confused what is being presented
Happy
maybe kind of sad
colorful and happy
Fun flowers
flowers
ecsited
I fely happy
meaningful
flowers.
the are mour happy flowers then sad ones
there are more happy flowers than sad
that there are more happy than sad but, there is one that has both also, i noticed that they are flowers
They are usually happy.
Mad
few are sad
happy
hapy
Happy
The blue flowers may make you feel sad, and the red flowers happy!
More Flowers Are Red And Happy
Most are happy
There our flowers a lot of people our happy
most of the flowers are red/happy
There are lots of one flower.
the difference between happy and sad
it is about flowers or maby fellings?
sad

True Statements:
53/81
65%
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Happy
Sad

What is something you noticed about the data? Even happy and sad
More blue
Mostly happy, least sad, some overlap. A little more difficult to read due to various colors.
More red but not sure if size of color should go into account?
I feel Happy
Some names are differnent colors than others
More sad
There are purple and whites
Shapes and colors.
I wonder what purple means?
.
what is purple
purple?
Some people are both.
what does purle meen
There is a lot of blue but there is still more bule.
theirs some white to
what is the prply doing.
what is purple
more people wer sad than last time
it says griffin
Less people were happy than the last time
Happy
Most happy
sad
that my sister is sad
there is a lot of red ones.
really color i like it
that a lot of people happy
sad
That since red means happy some of the kids names are on red and thats means there happy and some names are on blue which means they are sad.
That a lot of people are Happy
theirs diffrent names and shapes
I noticed more colors than before
shapes
Mostly Happy some sad
how people were feeling
Happy and sad are pretty even
many people are sad
Their is a lot of happy then sad
More mixed feelings
Some pepole are both.
i saw the happy and sad.
there is a lot of stars
I think that there is more happy then sad.
Happy
the all have names
fun
Free-hand
intresting
happy sad and both
colorful
happy
what does the purple stand for
why
overwhelmed
weird
Confusing
stars
can't do that
there is more sad
spikey
Spikey blobs with names on it.
ther is names and more collers then red and blou
some people are purple and i think that it means that they are in the middle
the names are in different fonts, bigger stars, mixed feelings
It is mostly happy.
Crazy
some are a mix of happy and sad
the red shapes
sad
Happy
The colors are very vibrant and each flower has a students' name on it
There are 8 purple and blue's and 14 reds
It's a bit mixed
It says griffin in it and other names
it looks like they have an even amount of blue/sad and red/happy flowers
There is a lot of red.
how flowers make you feel
it is coloerful
happy

True Statements:
23/81
28% correct



Happy
Sad

What is something you noticed about the data?
We are happy but many sad feelings
a lot of red
Most kids feel sad on Monday and least sad on Weds. Easy to read in straight lines and only 2 color options.
Monday is the saddest day
That a lot of the class is happy
There is more red
Monday was half and half
More red than blue
Red and blue.
It is a pattern
.
pattern
pattern
There is a pattern!
yes
there is a pattern.
their is a pattern
more happy.
A pattarn
people are happy
there is a drawn dot
There was more people happy on Red Thursday than any other day
Happy
Every other. Red, Blue...
happy
that a lot more people felt happy on thr then any other day
there is a lot of blue ones.
a alto of people like red
some people are sad
sad
How people feel during the week days
A lot of people are Happy and Sad
their is more hearts or circels each day goes by
Red and blue seem to be pretty even
the words
Happy and Sad
there is more happy then sad
Most people are way more happy than sad
theres a pattern
It is a pattern with happy and sad
Happy is most common to the plants
there are not all equel amounts
I saw the red.
there is circles and harts
that there is a lot of hearts and happy kids
Happy
the colors are alternating
sad
Fairness
prity
thr had a lot of happy and allsow sad and same on
cute
happy sad
why are there hearts and then circles
Happy
cconfused
simple
Orderly
dots
simple
amazed
confused
How pepole feel each day.
ther are more happy peaple then sad ones
lot more red
more reds and less blues
Its mostly happy.
Hearts
more people are happy than sad
there is more red than blue
happy
Happy
The colors are alternating and the days are repeating.
They are the most happy on Wednesday Thursday and Friday and the saddest on Monday
Almost half and hald
A lot of people are happy on Friday and Wednesday
there are mostly red/happy flowers
There is a lot of red.
how some people like certain days
thay used things people like
sad

True Statements
38/81
46% Correct 



Happy Sad

What is something you noticed about the data?
14 happy people and 7 sad people
more red
About 13 kids were happy and 7 were sad.
More are happy
That a lot of the class is happy
More happy than sad
More happy
More red than blue
Red is greater than blue.
More than sad than happy
.
more red
sad 5 happy 15
More people are happy and less are sad.
yes
happy is so high.
theirs more happy
yes
14 red and 7 blue
people are happy not sad
it skipcounts
More people were happy than sad
Happy
Most people are happy
happy
14 people are happy
there is more red.
they really happy
more people are happy than sad
happy
There are more people happy than sad
There is more Happy people then Sad people
sad has a lower percentig and happy has a higher persentig
Clearly happy has more than sad
how big the happy is
Everyone is more happy than sad
more happy
more people are happy
there are more happy than sad
Their is more happy then sad
Happier is taller
More pepole are happy than sad
more kids are happy than sad.
14 happy 7 sad
that sad has like 8 and happy has 14
Happy
more kids are happy
haapy
Confusing
amazing
a lot of happyness
confused
tired
easy to compare numbers
good
easy to understand
bland
Easy to understand
happy is higher then sad
happy
cant belive it
tall and low
More pepole are more happy than sad.
sad is abawt 6 and happy is abawt 14
14 happy 7 sad
way more are happy than sad
Happy is winning
Happy wins
more happy people than sad
more people answered happy than sad
happy
it make people happy
More people feel happy than sad.
There are like 14 happy and 8 or 7 sad
The sad is a half lower then happy
More people our happy than sad
there are more red/happy flowers than the blue/sad flowers
There is more happy.
you can tell the numbers better
more people felt happy
happy is bigger

True Statements
60/81
74% Correct 



Happy
Sad

What is something you noticed about the data?
I see happy but worry about the sad
more red
Easy to read, 2/3 happy, 1/3 sad.
A clear percentage on happiness vs. sadness
That there are a lot of students that are happy
Pie chart
More happy
More red than blue
Red looks like it’s eating the blue. Like Pac-Man
Yay! Happy!
.
less sad
happy!!!!!
Lots of people are happy!
yes
there was more happy then sad
yay more happy
happy
more red then blue
almost no one was sad
the circle is kind of crookes and has a dent
Only 33.3% were but the other 66.7% was happy
Sad
Most are happy
sad
it's a pie chart
there is 66.7% red.
people are happy
that 66.7% are happy and 33.3% are sad
happy
More people happy than sad
lots of people love to be more Happy than Sad
heppy has 66.7% and sad has 33.3%
Happy has more and there is a percent that proves it
the pie chart
Lots of people are happy
66.7% happy 33.3% sad
more people are happy
there is a lot of sad people
more happy then sad
Happier is bigger
Less pepole are sad than happy
the happy side is bigger.
1/3 is sad
happy is wining
Happy
more are happy
happy
Pie
colerful
a lot of happyness
Understanding
work
easy to compare numbers compared to total #
goodgoodgoodgood
also easy to understand
cool
Easy to understand
it is a curcle
easy
i like pie charts
round
It is a pie chart that says that happy>sad.
happy is 66.7% wile sad is 33.3%
more red
66.7 present is happy and thats like the whole thing! and the blues are still a lot but, its okay.
Happy is a larger half of the circle.
hAPPY IS WINNING
66.7% is happy which is a lot
two thirds of the pie chart
happy
people see the pictures more happy then sad
This graph give accurate numbers.
One third is sad and two thirds are happy
it's 1/3 to 2/3
66.7% of people our happy
mostly red/happy flowers
There is more happy.
you can see the % of the class that like flowers
33.3% felt sad, 66.7 felt happy
sad

True Statements
60/81
74% Correct 



Conclusion/Discussion 

What happened was we found out  that people liked option 5 (Pie Chart). A The pie chart AND the bar 
graph both had the exact number of true statements which was 60/81 - 74% 

We found that Option 2 (digital flower) was the leasts liked and it also had the least true statements

As far as people reading the charts correctly. 

 Nothing went wrong. We could have used something else than stickers and would like have done a 3D 
design or sculpture.
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